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LANGUAGE ANALYSIS PACKAGE (L.A.P.) VERSION I SYSTEM DESIGN

1.0.0 INTRODUCTORY CONCEPTS

For years there have been "packaged programs" in statistical areas.

These programs offer generalized computational capabilities in a form

and format especially suited to easy use by researchers whose basic

orientation is not that of'Computer Science.
1

Researchers in the social

sciences, for instance, are able to perform complex multi-variate regres-

sion analysis by computer without undergoing any special training in

programming or computer operations.

A Language Analysis Package (L.A.P.) with a power comparable to

that of statistical packages will have considerable general utility.

It will permit researchers to use the speed and versatility of the

computer to process natural language text as well as numerical data.

For example, researchers doing studies of textbooks typically analyze

their data by hand. Where computer technology is employed, a special-

purpose prograth is generally written by the resident programmer, who may

not have specialized training in techniques of natural language process-

ing. The results are costly, both in time and money spent on processing

with inefficient or one-shot programs. Because such programs are limited

in scope and written for a special purpose, the researcher finds that a

relatively minor change in his research perspective makes the computer

program unusable.

1

IS ee Dixon, W. I. (ed.), Biomedical Computer Programs, Univ. of Calif.
Press, (1970) and Nie, N. et al. (ed.), Statistical Package for the
Social Sciences, McCraw Hill, (1970).
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During the past ten years, a great deal of work has been done in

natural language processing throughout the world in ficid,: !-octl as

artificial intelligence, information retrieval, machine translation,

computational linguistics, and computer stylistics. Hundreds of computer

piograms have been written, debugged, run, and then shelved when the

researcher went on to another project. N'number of these programs are

the product of months of careful ork by experts.

1.1.0 Rationale for Packa :e Devel

The design proposed here suggests the use of the best of those

41.

existing programs whose authors Are willing to release them, together

with programs written specially for the package. Such an approach has

several advantages: the package will reflect the power of the finest

specialized programming skill presently available; the development costs

will be minimized, since one major programming task will consist of

interfacing the existing programs or subsections in a modular fashion

under the direction of one control routine, rather than developing each

of the specialized routines from scratch. By carefully constructing

the package in a highly independent, modular manner, individual routines

may be easily "un-plugged" and replaced when a more efficient or power-

ful routine is developed or should a new approach indicate combinations

of functions. Thus, the system will be dynamic and open-ended, capable

of being easily updated to keep pace with the state-of-the-art.

The package will be developed in several stages. This document

primarily describes the limited capability of Version I, but will oft

refer to more powerful capabilities to be incorporated in later versions.
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Care will be taken to "tag" these future features and to differentiate

them from the system design for version I.

All development will try to keep the entire package as machine

independent as possible. Certainly'it will be implemented on a computer

which can compile and run most of the major computer languages currently

in use for language processing. One such installationlXists at UCLA,

where the IBM 360 mod 91 has.coMpilers for'the folf6wing languages:
_ffA

PL/1, FORTRAN IV' (G_& H), COBOL, SNOBOL, LISP, APL, 360 ASSEMBLER, and

ALGAL. Its operating system also allows for interfaciqg subroutines

yritten in different source languages.

Certain hardware and system software requirements will be essential

to the efficient development of the-L.A.P. -Among these are an efficient
;

system sort-merge routine, multiple tape drives, relatively lar e

amounts of dkirect-access storage and considoiable available core. gain,

the UCLA installation is one example of a computer center which is amply

equipped in all areas.

Subsequent versions of the Language Analysis Package will have the

ability to perform-efficiently in all basic areas of natural language

analysis, and the flexibility to operate either on-line or in batch mode.

In addition, beginning with Version I, the L.A.P. will be easily modi-

fiable at any time, either for more effective general use or for a

particular research application.

Flexibility of use will he a major consideration in the development

of such a package. Version I of the L.A.P. will provide the user with

many options, allowing him to select precisely and easily only the

functions he requires., No section of the package will be

7
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"called-in" unless the researcher specifically requests it. He will not

be limited to simply an 'exclusive "OR" type selection, where he can only

chose to do either a KWIC or an Index, but will be able to combine

routines and subroutines in the logical order he desires. He may,

for example, want to produce KWIC's on words occurring within his

inclusion list while simultaneously producing an index Of all words

except those in his exclusion list and a frequency count of every word

in the text. He will be able to use only the retrieval aspect of the

L.A.P. or only the statistical portion without being penalized by the

fact he is using a package rather than a single program designed

specifically fcr his purpoV

1.2.0 Types of Processing for Natural Language

A survey of the work currently being done in the field of language

analysis
2
reveals seven major areas of present interest and usage which

can logically be included in Version I of the L.A.P. Of the seventy-five

projects listed in the November, 1971 issue of Computers and the Humanities,

nine dealt with frequency counts, seventeen with KWIC production, fourteen

with semantic or content analysis (including automatic abstracting),

eight with statistics, thirteen with index production, six with retrieval

systems, six with sentence parsing and six with miscellaneous items such

as machine translation. Several projects must be considered to fall into

more than one category. Ratios in- Linguistics in Documentation (Current

2 -

See Porch, Ann, "People and Projects in Natural Language Processing:
A Preliminary Bibliographic Directory" TM 5-71-10, August 5, 1971,

107 pages.

8
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Abstracts), Language and Automation, and Computer Studies in the Humanities

and. Verbal Behavior are much the same, although with a slightly heavier

emphasis on retrieval and parsing.

1.3.0 Data Bases and Their Manipulation

Since 'a number of researchers will be using the L,A.P., Version I

of the systqF will have the ability to differentiate among data bases,

selecting the researcher's base or sub-base from a library of resident

data bases stored on magnetic tape or disc and making it available for

his processing. In later vusions, the entire library may include the

ERIC files, ir 'state adopted textbooks. Researchers using the L.A.P.

will be able to obtain an input file containing only first grade reading

books or only ERIC documents dealing with reading.

Often, data bases that a particular researcher may wish to use have

been prepared elsewhere with each having different input conventio4

and formats. For example, one data base might have been prepared with

a logical record length of 100 and in EBCDIC code, utilizing both upper

and lower case characters, while another might have been prepared with a

logical record length-of 72, in ASCII code, and be in upper case only

with capitals indicated by a "/" preceding the capitalized letter.

Version I of the L.A.P. will be able to handle-input formats and sets -

oftconventions that the researcher can specify (See 3.5.0 Translate Module).

A researcher may want to use output from one step in the modular L.A.P.

execution as input to another. He may want to select subsets of a given
4

data base, process each separately, then cross reference the results or

subsets of the results. He may want to do transformations on the data
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as it is being procpssed, and use the transformed data as input.

Version I of the L.A.P. will be able to save output for further processing

and will be,4abDe to save subsets of data once Orey are selected, in order

to save the expense of repeated retrieval processing. The researcher

will be able to present the system with a new file, or retrieve and use

a file either he or another researcher has previously used or created

(see 3.4.0 Input-Output Module).

1.4.0 Modes of Operation

In addition to the flexibility of modularity, input formats, and

file handling, Version I of the L.A.P. will take advantage of the best

,features of two asic kinds of operation.

An interactive, "conversational" processing environment provides the

user high flexibility with little training. He interacts with the computer

by answering questions, providing the program with information about

options he intends_to implement for a particular run. On the other,

hand, a non-interactive, "batch" processing environment is significantly

less expensive, because it can take advantage of "slack time" on the

computer, and doesn't require costly telephone connect time. For example,

one Los Angeles service bureau 3 priced interactive time at $360 per CPU

'hour, while batch processing was $150 per CPU hour. Language analysis

processing requires considerable CPU time, since most computers are not

designed for text scanning and string manipulatfbn, but rather for numeric

1

processing. Version I of the L.A.P. will provide interaction to collect

the parametric information required for the run from the user, and batch

3
C & C Computing, 8939 S. Sepulieda, Los Angeles, California
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processing for the remainder of the run on the data base. It will do

so by having an interactive module which sets up the parameters for the

batch run (see 3.1.0 Interact Module and 3.2.0 Control Module).

1.5.0 Definition of Terms

Before proceeding into a detailed description of the System Design

for Version I, several major terms must be defined.

Structurally, the L.A.P, will be made up of Modules, each of which

will consist of a Program, Sub-Program or Routine.

A Program will perform multi-task operations. It will be made ,r--

of a number of Sub-Programs which in turn may contain,)everal Routines

each. Programs,will produce complete, finished output to the user.

An example of a Program is the Retrieve Module.

A Sub-Prograln will perform single -task operations of a complex

nature. It will be made up of several Routines, each processing a

portion of the Sub-Program's task. Output from a Sub-Program may be

complete and go to the user, or may serve as input to another Sub-Program,

within a Program. An example of a Sub-Program is the Morphological
.

Analysis Module.

A Routine will perform single-task operations of a simple nature.

It will usually be a dependent part of a Sub-Program or a Program, al-

though occasionally it may stand alone (as in the case of Interface

Modules which are single Routines). Output from a Routine will be used

as input data or parameters for other Routines or Sub-Programs. It

will provide no output to the user directly. An example of a Routine

is the "Translate Module.
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There will be two basic-types-0f Modules used in "ersion I of the

L.A.P., Function Modules and Interface Modules.

A Function Module will be either a Program, Suh-Program, or Routine

which performs an often complex operation. Since each Function Module

will be "un-pluggable", it is important to think of the Module in terms

of the function itself rather than the way in which it is accompliihed.

Otherwise, it will De difficult to establish a sufficiently generalized

Interface Module allowing any other Program, Sub-Program or Routine to

be plugged in, as long as it performs the same function.
v./

An Interface Module will be a Routine linking the Control Module

with a particular Function Module. While the Func.tion Module is designed

to be readily "un- pluggable ", the Interface Module is designed to he a

more permanent part of the package skeleton. It will not be un-plugged

and replaced each time its associated Function Module is replaced,'but

only if the conceptualization of the function itself changes.

1.6.0 Documentation Concepts

.1/
Documentation of the L,A.P. Will he, like the package 'itself,

modular. If a function module of the package is changed,' because a

better program has been obtained for that function, the documentation

can be tin- plugged along with the software and as easily replaced.'

16
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There will be a series of documents reflecting the growth of the

package as a whole, and of each of its component parts. There,will be

three,basic types of dOcumenfatiOn associated with various stages of

developmental progress. They are: Design Documentation,' User Documen-

tation, and Product Documentation.

Design Documenation will con L.A.P. System Design Docu-

ment' for each version of the package, together with the Module Design

--Document fur each module associated with that version. Design documen-

tation will be produced before the actual iMplementat4on of the package

or any specific module. The System Design Document will contain a

systematic conceptual overview of the capabilities of a particular

version of the L.A.P., together with generalized descriptions of those

modules to be incorporated in that versions There will be a new System

Design Document for each successive update of the package as a whole.

The intended audience for the' System Design Document will be the general

researcher who can find ways of making use of the package. The Module

Design Document, on the other hand, will be of a more technical nature

and will be aimed primarily at the programming staff whose responsibility

it is to implement the design in a workable form.

User Documentation will consist of three basic types of documents:

Module Development Announcements, User's Manual Materials, and Training

Materials. Such documentation will be produced after a particular module

is in operating condition and available to researchers for their use. As

each function module is brought into working order, a Module Development

Announcement will be released, indicating the functional capabilities of

13
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the module, how it might be used in educational research, what kind of

I

input' it, requires, and what kind of output it produces. At the same

time, a User's Manual and Training Materials will be issued which will

give a researcher thesdetailed information he needs to actually prepare

data and submit a request for processing by the module.

Product Documentation will consist of detailed technical/ documen-

tation, including flowcharts and actual program code for each of the

modules. Such documentation will be released after all other'documen-

tation relating to the module, and will be intended for a technical

audience only. ,

All three basic. types of derumentation will follow the same general

format and be tagged with an appropriate numeric identifier which relates

\ back to the original System Design Document for the version of which it

is a part (see Documentation Outline, p. i). Below is an outline which

indicates the general form of one such piece of documentation. It is

an outline of a Module Design Document associated with Version I.

14 /
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S

TITLE: DESIGN DOCUMENT: SCAN MODULE - L.A.P. "ERSION I

ABSTRACT

This is one of a series of technical design specificatio s for

individual modules in the Language Analysis Package (L.

1. Program Objective

2. Constraints and Limitations

3. Options and Defaults

4.'/Data File Specifications

Input

Output

5. Significant Algorithms

6. Significant Variables (Arrays, etc.)

7. Error and Other Messages

8. Called by and/or Calls

I
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FIGURE 1
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2.1.0 Package Software Functions (see Figure 1)

The Language Analysis Package will provide four basic'funCtions.

They will be System Functions, Data Management Functions, Special

Parameter Functions, and Data Processing Functions.

The SysteiFunctions will be concerned with the internal functioning

of the package itself and the interface of the package with the user

(see 3.0.0).

The Data Management Functions will be concerned with assisting the

user in the preparation of his input data, data base control, and

arranging his output in a form that will best facilitate his research

(see 4.0.0).

The S ial Parameter Functions will be primarily concerned with the

definitin of limitations on portions of'the data to be processed, or

unusual applications of package processing modules (see 5.0.0).

The Data Processing Functions will be concerned with the actual

analysis of the input data, and the production of intonation that will

further the user's research effort (see 6.0.0).

l

17
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3.0.0 OVERVIEW OF SYSTEM FUNCTIONS (see Figure 2)

System Functions will be those functions performed by the package

whicill are primarily concerned with the internal functioning of the

package itself and the interface of the package with the user. Unlike

the Data Processing Functions, the System Functions will be written

secially for the L.A.P. rather than obtained from programmers in the

field of language processing. They will be tailored to the user

community served by the package and be developed in a manner allowing

easy modification to conform to the specific needsof new user require-
#

ments. \\

.

\\b
In addition, a high level of flexibility will be built into each

of the System Functions so that a systems analyst may constantly and

easily update the manner in which communication with the user takes

place. In this way, the System Functions will be highly responsive

to the modes of interaction most comfortable to the user community the

package is serving at any given time.

For version I, five modulei will perform System Functions. They

are: Interact Module, Control Module, Log Module, Input-Output Module,

and Translate Module.

The Interact Module,will help the user to set the parameters for

his particular use of the\package, and to set up the required Transaction

Language Control necessary\to obtain the output he needs.

The Control Module will function internally to take the Transaction

Language Control and establish a decision table for use by the package

in setting up a priority queue for accessing modules and routines for

the present run.

19
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The Log Module will provide the user with a record of his run,

including such information as.the control parameters used, and the

action taken by the package based upon these parameters, as well as the

date, costs, etc. of the run. In addition it will g_ve the systems

analyst information to assist in further optimizing the package as /a

whole.

The Input-Output Module will handle specifications made by the user

concerning input and output files and provides him with a record of

I-0 operations.

The Translate Module will utilize information provided by the user

concerning the form of his input data, and change the input constraints

required of the processing module to a form compatible with the user's

data It will provide him with a record of such translations, and/or

error messages if his input specifications are incompatible with the

processing he has requested.

3.1.0 Interact Module

The function of the Interact Module will be to act as an interface

between the user and the package. Interact will run as a front-end

30''
portion of the total package, and prepare user control parameters to

be appended to the input data which will then be run in batch mode at

the main facility.

It will ask the user questions about the parameters of the run he

is initiating and will utilize his answers to prepare computer compatible

control parameters to be read by the ContrXol Module.

20
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Since it is a separately functioning entity, it will serve as a

training program for initiating researchers into the use of the package.

As each control parameter is compiled through the question and answer

process, a correctly formatted Transaction Language Control statement

will be printed out. The control statements also will be passed

directly to the Control Module. The control statements will be output

in a form appropriate for use as input to the main package programs,

such as magnetic tape.

After the researcher has used the Interact Module for a while he

may find that he is sufficiently familiar with the requirements of the

Transaction Language Control to prepare his own control statements

without computer assistance. Certainly, such user expertise is one

of the goals of the Interact Module. As a teaching, as well as a

functional program, it will keep a running count of user success and

failure in the question answering process, and output such information

to a systems analyst when polled. The systems analyst will use such

information to modify and upgrade the package for maximum success

within the environment of the actual researchers making use of the

system.

3.2.0 Control Module

The function of the Control Module will be to read a set of control

statements containing run parameters, and to perform a decision makihg

function for that run.

21
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In any particular case, the user will specify which package

functions he wishes to use, as well as his Particular output specifica-

tions. For example, he might wish to produce a KWIC, a rank-ordered

frequency count and a parsing of his text. He will- indicate his needs

by means of Transaction Language Control statements which preceed his

input data. Theie TLC statements will be prbduced either by use of the

Interact Module, or (in the case of a sophisticated user) directly.

The Control Module will read she statements and compile a decision.

table which can be used by the program during execution to determine

which Function Modules will be called in which order for that run.

If the "sophisticated" ur_ter has made syntax errors in his prepara-

tion of the statements, the Control Module will print error messages

which will help him correct his errors before re-submitting the job.

The Transaction Language will be designed so that typical errors, such

as the omission of a comma, will,be automatically corrected, allowing

execution to proceed. For such corrections, a message will be printed

on the output indicating the assumptions made by the Control Module,

helping the user to verify that the Control Module has not misunderstood

his intent. The user will have the option to specify that he does not

wish execution to proceed if assumptions were necessary.

In Version I, the user will specify the form of his input data,

such as record length, order and location of variables (for Statistics

Module) and estimated size of data base being used. In later Versions,

the Control Module will scan this information and set parameters for
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the run to optimize usage of computer equipment and peripherals. Such

parameters will control selection of I-0 procedures, storage and access
D

procedures, etc. Messages will accompany the output, indicating the

options used in a particular run. Provision will be made for user

override of the defaults.

The user will also indicate special conventions used in his data,

such as a slash preceding a letter to indicate upper case, or an 'PPP"

preceding a character stream to indicate the beginning of a new para-

graph. The Control Module will evaluate the form of the input data,

and decide if sufficient information is present to allow the requested

function modules to execute. If execution is possible, it will determine

whether the Translate Module needs to be called. Messages will be
r'r

I

output to the user indicating missing information which prevents execution.

As in other cases, translation parameters for the particular run will

accompany output. If the Translate Module is needed, the Control Module

will provide the input convention information contained in the TLC

statements. During execution, the Control Module will use the decision

table to access appropriate Interface Modules in an appropriate order.

Any or all of the Interface Modules can be called upon by the Control

Module, and the order and structure of the calling procedure need bear

no resemblance to the linear thinking of the user but can be structured

in terms of machine efficiency for combination and ordering of functions

required by the particular run.
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3.3.0 Log Module

The function of the Log Module will be to provide the user with

a summary of the processing in the present computer run. It will provide

the systems analyst with information concerning those subsections of the

package getting the heaviest usage, allowing appropriate optimizations.

The following information will be included on a Version I user

'log sheet:

- The user's identification (name, cost center, etc.)

- The date and time

- A listing of the TLC statements used

- A listing of modules and routines called upon

- Execution time

- Input and output devices utilized

The following information will be included on a Version I systems

analyst log sheet:

- All the items found on a user log sheet.

- Breakdown of in and out times for each procedure

- Size of data base N.

- Later versions will also show such things as internal storage

allocations used

3.4.0 Input-Output Module

The function of the Input-Output Module will be to allow the user

to specify which devices will handle his input and output, and to

provide the Log Module with a record of the I-0 operations. It will
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work in conjunction with the Control Module, as a Sub-Program. Default

input will be from punch cards, and default output will be to high

speed line printer. Input may also come from magnetic tape, or disk.

The input Module will also be used when input for one module consists

of output from another (such as the Retrieve Module).

All output will normally go to the printer; however, users may

have particular needs or preferences and may elect to use another output

device. For example, the user may wish to save his output in some

computer compatible form for later input to some other program. If so,

he will specify output to magnetic tape, or punched cards.

Another, although complex use of the output module, will occur

when the user wants his output to serve as input for another module

within the package itself. Here, the output module not only will put

the output onto a selected device, but also will put the data into an

appropriate storage location within the system.

3.5.0 Translate Module

The function of the Translate Module will be to provide the

interface between the user's data and the data conventions required by

the particular modules he wishes to use. Like the I/O Module, it may

be viewed as a subprogt.am of the Control Module.

Since it is extremely costly to convert a large data base to

another format, the Translate Module will work in the opposite direction,

converting the ¶elatively few program conventions to the format in which

the data exists. Such a conversion will e accomplished in the following

manner:
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Each of the modules will have ap array associated with it which

is accessible to the Translate Module. The arrays will each have a

dimension of 256, corresponding to the 256 possible 8 -bit codes. Each

position in the array will hold an octal number equivalent to the new

value (the data dependent value) which should be utilized by the

particular Function Module for the current run. The Tranilate Module

will set up the arrays for those Function Modules being called by the

current run, using the old value (the Function Module dependent value)

as a subscript to locate the appropriate position within the array

into which to store the data dependent value. For exampLe, if
4
the

KWIC_Module is written to expect a slash ("/") preceding each character

which tijo be taken as, upper case, and the user's data has been pre-

pared with a dollar sign serving the same function, an octal 133

(equivalent to an EBCDIC "$") will be placed in position 97 of the

array associated withthe KWIC program, since 97 is the EBCDIC decimal

equivalent of a slash ("/").3

Each of the module will ha'Ve a specially prepared subroutine

that initializes each of the program dependent variables (such as a

variable "capital") td' the value contained in the approlpriate positiog:

in the array associated with that module.

3
EBCDIC codes have been used, since the UCLA computer facility is
likely one on which to set up the package. The same algorithm could
be used with a computer which uses ASCTI,11, an octal 040 being
placed in position 47 of the array.

t.
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I

The utilization of the general purpose array will allow great

flexibility when a new Function Module is to be added or su1stituted in

. -

the system, since a completely different set a. input requirOhlents may

be accomodated without modification of o!-her modules in the packag*e.
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FIGURE 3
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DATA MANAGEMENT FUNCTIONS (see Figure 3)

Data Management Functions are those functions performed by the

package which will be primarily concerned with assisting the user in

the preparation of his input data, and arranging his output in a form

which will best facilitate his research. Seven modules will perform

Data Management Functions. They will. be Verify Module, Compare Module, 0'

Assist Module, Retrieve Module, Sort Module, Merge Module, and Tables

Module.

The Verify Module will provide the user with tests of keypunching

accuracy, and will flag obvious errors such as the use of "L" instead

of "1" within a numeric string.

The Compare Module will test one text against another and will

flag differences which occur.

The Assist Module will allow the user to have th'e computer

identify and flag, in his input, specific items on whichhe needs to

take special action by hand coding.

The Retrieve module will give the user the capability of pulling

out a seller section of a large data base according to specified

criteria which apply to that section and not to other sections of the

total data base. Such a retrieved subsection can be used as input to

other modules of the package.

The Sort Module will rearrange the output from a processing modules

into an order defined by the user.

The Merge Module will rearrange the output from various previous
/

proc2ssings into a single output in a form defined by the user.

29
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The Tables Module will prepare output in tabular form, according

to row and column specifications given by the user.

4.1.0 Verify Module

The function of the Verify Module will be to check on keypunching

accuracy where errors might invalidate research results. The user will

be able to specify in a TLC option statement one or more of the fol-

lowing data verifications:.

- Numerics imbedded in alphabetic strings.

- Alpbabetics imbedded in numeric strings.

- Unmatched parentheses or other paired delimiters (user must

specify what'delimiterq).

- Strings greater than 16 characters in length.

Use of "illegal" characters (user specified).

Default will be for the program to check all the items. Output from

the module will be in the form of location information and type of

error, with enough context given to clearly identify the error for

correction.

4.2.0 Compare Module

The function of the Conipare Module will be to allow the user to

obtain information on the correspondences between two texts. Output

will be in the form of an alphabetical list of words appearing in text

one with their locations, followed by a list of words in text two which

appear at the same relative locations, but are different from those

appearing in text one.
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Such lists will be headed with the user supplied identifier for

each of the texts compared, and the date the comparison was made. An

overall consistency quotient will be given, which is the ratio of

identical words/total words.

4.3.0 Assist Module

The function of the Assist Module will be to allow the user to

have the computer identify and flag in his input specific 'items on

which he wishes to take special action by inserting hand coded

information.

The user will specify alphabetic or numeric strings which he

wishes to have identified and flagged, and he will identify one of two

ways in which he wishes them flagged forlhis special handling (either

by the insertion of 10 blanks immediately following the item, or by

the inserticn of ..-. user defined special flag sythbol).

The Assist Module will scan the text for the specified strings

and produce a new text file with flags included. By use of the Input-

Output Module, the user can specify the device on which the file is to

be saved. Default is to pr nt the file on the line printer. The user

may specify the number of copies of output he wishes.

4.4.0 Retrieve Module

The function of the Retrieve Module will be to allow the user to

search a sequential or an inverted file using either a Boolean combina-

tion of terms, or a list of numeric identifiers and to obtain subsets

of information contained within that data base.

31
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A sequential file is one arranged in "normal" order, with a series

of sets of related information following each other sequentially. An

example of such a file would be a personnel data base that would

contain a sequence of sets of information such as name, address,

education, salary, date employed, etc. for each employee.

An inverted file is similar to an index in many ways. It is

arranged by sub-category, and lists the location of all occur *nces of

information relating to the sub-category. For example, such a file

would have an entry for salary = $15,000 and would list the locations

of full references on all employees with that yearly income.

A search utilizing a Boolean combination of terms could yield

such information as all those references where AGE = 30 and EDUCATION =

MA OR PHIOr AND SALARY = $12,000.

4.5.0 Sort Module

rip function of the Sort Module will be to allow the user to

specify particular regular ord4ngs for his input or output.

version I options will include:

- Ascending (i.e. A-Z or 1-1,000)

- Descending (i.e. Z-A or 1,000-1).

- Combination (i.e. several sort fields, with different options

for each.

Later versions will include an option for reverse word (ex.

all words ending in d together, with ed words before id words, etc.)
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The user will specify the fields on which he wishes sorts to le

performed, with the default being one field only consisting of the first

16 characters of the record. He will specify the type of sort he wishes.

Certain modules which regularly require sorted output will have their

own defaults. For example, KWIC output will be sorted in ascending

alphabetical order on keywords, and ascending numeric order on locations

if keywords are the same; frequencies will be sorted in ascending alpha-

betical order on the word field if the "Alpha" option is invoked, and

descending numeric order on the frequency field if the "Rank" option is

invoked.

4.6.0 Merge Module

The function of the Merge Module will be to rearrange the output

from various previous processing steps into a single output. The most

common use of this module will be for the production of merged KWIC

and merged Tables, although it may also be used with such modules as

the List Search Module to help the user establish larger dictionaries.

4.7.0 Tables Module

The function of the Tables Module will be to allow the user to re-

format information gathered from the Data Processing Modules, in order

to make relationships within the output more easily apparent.

For example, if the user has obtained frequencies and percentages

of numeric codes by using the Frequency Module, he will be able to make

a table where closely related codes appear in vertical rows and the

sub-categories of those codes appear in horizontal columns.
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In the example below, codes 10-19 appear in row 1, 20-29 in row 2,

and 30-39 in row 3. Relationships between the number of occurrences

and percentages of codes 15 and 25 may become clearer by looking at

column 5 (subcode 5).

SUBCODE
0

SUBCODE
1

SUBCODE
2

SUBCODE
3

SUBCODE
4

SUBCODE
5

SUBCODE
6-

SUBCODE
7

SUBCODE
8

SUBCODE
9

0CC % 0CC % 0CC % 0CC

.

% 0CC % 0CC %

-

0CC % 0CC

r

7 0CC % 0CC r,

CODE 10

CODE 20

CODE 30

Version I of Tables Module will allow the user to indicate appro-

priate headings for his tables, and to specify which values shall

appear in row and column positions.
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5.0.0 SPECIAL PARAMETER FUNCTIONS (see Figure 4)

Special Parameter Functions will be those functions performed by the

package which are primarily concerned with definition of limitations on

portions of the data to be processed, or unusual applications opacisage

processing modules. jn'wersion I two modules will perform Special

Parameter functions. They are: List Search Module and Sensitive Module.

The List Search Module will allow the user to define lists of words

or phrases which shall be either included or excluded from the processing

requested.

The Sensitive Module allows the user to specify particular contexts

within which, and only within which, processing is to be done.

5.1.0 List Search Module__

The function of the List earch Module will be to allow the user to

specify at run time particular strings (alphabetic or numeric) which shall

be either included or excluded from the processing. Such sets of strings

-sot

will be input in the form of a list which preferably will be alphabetized,

and which will be preceded by a system control card specifying INCL or

EXCL.

INCL. Specifies that processing shall be done only on strings

which appear in the following list. All other stri s shall be ignored.

EXCL. Specifies that processing shall be done o all strings

except those which appear in the following list. Those rings in the

list shall be ignored during processing.
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The INCL - EXCL option will allow the user to optimize production

costs by processing only the data which As essential to his particular

application. The INCL - EXCL option should be used with este, espec-

ially in conjunction with Sensitive, Content and Parse since errors can

occur if data pertinent to these processors is omitted through excessive

'imitation of the data to be included as input.

5.2.0 Sensitive Module

The function of the Sensitive Module will be to allow the user to

define adjacent contexts which specify parts of the input text to be pro-

cessed. For example, a user might want to process the word "reading" if

and only if the word "remedial" preceded it. Or he might wish to pi-ocess

only the words occurring within the Title of a library citation.

The user will specify:

- The string (alphabetic or numeric) which'provides the Key for

processing.

- The string (alphabetic or numeric) which provides the sensitive

context.

- The maximum distance (in numbei- of characters or number of words)

frOm the Key within which the sensitive context must occur.

- Tie direction (left or right) from the Key in which the sensitive

context must lie.
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-6.0.0 DATA PROCESSING FUNCTIONS (see Figure 5))

Data Processing Functions will be those functions performed by

the package which will be primAily concerned with the actual analysis

of the input data, and the productionof information which will further

theuser's research effort. Eight basic modules will perform Data Pro-

cessing functions. They are: Scan Module, KWIC Module, Frequency

Module, Index Module, Parse Module, Statistics Module, Content Module

and Morphological Analysis Module.

The Scan Module will be the heart of the data processing functions.

It will read text in, scan it character by character, and establish

word boundaries, etc.

The KWIC Module will produce a Keyword in Context (Concordance)

listing-ot the data, allowing the user to specify any one of two basic

output formats, and the desired length for the before and after contexts.

The Frequency Module will produce information on the number of

occurrences and percentages for words, phrases, and codes within the

text. The user may specify alphabetical ordering or rank ordering.

The Index Module will produce an alphabetical index of the loca

tions of references to particular words, phrases or codes. The user

will be able to specify the terms in which locations will be given.

The Parse Module will provide the user with information concerning

the grammatical structure of his input text, in the form of a tree

arrangement of surface and deep structures.

The Statistics Module will produce numerical analyses of such

items as means and standard deviation of word length, sentence length,

piiagraph length and numerous others.
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The Content Module will allow the Oser to develop semantic cate-

gories, and test his data against them.

The Morphological Analysis Module will allow the user to obtain

listings of root words contained within his text. It will be used

primarily in conjunction with other processing modules, such as Parse.

64.0 Scan Module

Version I of the Scan Module will function as a "front end" for

several of the processing4Modules (KWIC, FREQ, etc.). Since it will

be heavily used, and since it performs its decision making function by

scanning character by character through the input text, special attention

will be paid to problems of optimization. Its major obljective is three-

fold. It will read in data as necessary from the input stream; it will

find and return to the calling program the beginning and'end points of

a word; and it will determine if the delimiter(s) following a word is a

"special" character which signals the necessity of some kind of special

handling involving an additional subroutine call.

_Depending on the calling module, Scan may return either the begin-

ning and ending points of the word, or the word itself for storage in

an array.

The user will be able to specify a definition of characters to be

considered as valid word- parts. Default will be to have the alphabet,

apostrophe, hyphen and numbers considered as word-parts with all other

characters considered as delimiters. In addition, the user will be'

able to specify which of the delimiters should be considered as "special"

characters.
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6.2.0 KWIC Module

The function of the KWIC Module is to produce Keyword-in-Context

(Concordance) listings from the input text. Location information will

be broken down into four main categories: level 1 (ex. Document ID),

level 2 (ex. Page), level 3 (ex. paragraph), and level 4 (ex. line). The

KWIC Module will be run frequently in conjunction with the List Search

Module. One such application will be when producing KWIC's on library

citations where only,words in the title will be processed.

The user may specify the following:

- Length of before context to be specified either in number of

'words or number of characters. (default is 48 characters)

Length of keyword. (default is 16)

- Length of after context to be'specified either in nui:)er of words

or in number of characters (default is 48 characters)

- Sort fields and ordering (default is keyword, location, in

ascending order) .

-'Either of the following two output formats:

A) one line, keyword centered

B) two line, keyword right justified

(default is A)

6.3.0 Frequency Module

The function of the Frequency Module )011 be to produce alphabetical

and rank ordered computations of the number of times words and/or numeric

codes occur, and what percentage of the total text is represented by each.
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The user may specify the following:

- Alphabetical ordering of the list. (words beginning with "A"

first)

- Rank ordering of the list. (most frequent first)

- Occurrences only.

- Percentages only.

Default will be for the Module to produce a 1 four. The Frequency

Module will be run often in conjunction with the Tables Module to pro-

duce a tabular presentation of the informatiOn inauser specified ,

format.

6.4.0 Index Module

The function of the Index Moduleffill be to allow the user to

compile an index of locations of 'specific words and phrases within his

text. The module will generally be used in conjunction with the List

Search Module.

The index produced will be alphhbetically sorted. The default for

loctions.will be the same as for the KWIC Module (see 6.2.0). If no

inclusion or exclusion list is provided by the user, a standard exclu-

sion list will be used which consists of high frequency words such as

"and", "the", "in", "by" etc. ,

6.5.0 Parse Module

The function of the Parse Module will be to provide the user with

information concerning the grammatical structure of sentences contained

within the input text.
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The user may provide his own grammar and dictionary in a format

compatible with the program parameters.

Output is in the form of tree-structures representing the surface

and deep structures of the sentences.

The Parse Module will be run in conjunction with the Morphological

Analysis and List Search Modules.

The Parse Module should be used with care, since processing costs

for large input texts are often high.

6.6.0 Statistics Module

The function of the Statistics Module will be to allow the user to

obtain summary' information of a statistical nature concerning his input

text.

Following are some of tilt more obvious sta ical measures of text:

- Total number of occurrences of each mark of punctuation.

- Total number of words in text.

- Total number of different words.

- Ratio of unique/total words (type/token ratio)

- Frequency of words of length n (where n ranges from 1 to 24

characters).

- Frequency of sentences of length m(where m ranges from 1 to

40 words).

- Total number of sentences in text.

- Total number of paragraphs in text.

- Mean word length in sentences.
N

- Mean sentence length in words.
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- Mean paragraph length in sentences.

- Standard deviation of word length/

- Standard deviation of selatence,length.

- Standard deviation of paragraph length.

- Third moment of word lengtlh.

- Fourth mement of word ength.

6.7.0 Content Module

-

The function of th ontent Module will be to allow the user to set

up dictionaries of phrases in numerous iiiateantic categories, and to

match his particular text against one or more of these dictionaries and

have a category item analysis performed. A tabulation will be given bg

category of the matching items and the number of occurrences. For

example, a user studying the relationships of Mexican American oriented

state approved text books may wanttto make phrase dictionaries for

semantic categories such as "nuclear family", "extended family",

"individualism", "socialization". "present orientation", "future

orientation", "patriarchy", "matriarchy", "cooperation",Sand "competi-

tion". By using the Content Module, he could determine the concept

weighting which occurs.

6.8.0 Morphological Analysis Module

The function of the Morphological Analysis Module will be to allow

the user to obtain information concerning the root words contained

wit;lin his input text. Generally, this module will be-run in conjunction

with other modules such as Parse and List Search but the user may obtain

a root word list independently of other module uses.
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7.0.0 TRANSACTION LANGUAGE CONTROL (T.L.C.)

The function of the Transaction Language will be to provide the

user with a method of communicating parameters for operating the

comput r run. It will allow the user to specify the form of his input

data, e package functions he wishes to use, specific options he

requires, and tht form of output he wishes to obtain.

7.1.0 General Concepts

The basic design of the TLC emphasizes ease of use. There are few

syntax constraints. With the exception of the initial identifying "!"

in column 1, parameters may be in a relatively free format form. After

the "Control Word" (RUN, FUNC, OPT, etc.), required sub-items of infor-

mation may be in any order. Imbedded blanks are ignored so the user

may format his TLC cards as he wishes. If a command is misspelled, the

system will make a "best guess" based on the context and the first two

letters,1
I

and will print its "guess" or a message indicating that it has

\

insuffice t information to continue processing.

7.2.0 Required-Sy steMOCommands

All TLC cards will begin with a "!" in column 1. Continuation

cards will be indicated by "!" in columns 1 and 2.

The following six "Control Words" will be required for any run

made with the package. The Control Word must be the first item follow-

ing the exclamation point, but need not be in any particular column.

9
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- !RUN

- !I4PUT

- IFUNC

- !OPT

- !OUTPUT

- !DONE

!RUN

42

The !RUN card will tell the system that a run is being initiated.

Any information punched on the !RUN card from columns 6-80 or on contin-

uation cards will be used as run identification and will be printed at

the top of each page of output. No more than two continuation cards

will be allowed.

!INPUT

The !INPUT card will specify any special parameters of the user's

input. The following information must be included on the !INPUT card

and/or its continuatioos:

- Input record length

- Input device (magnetic tape, cards, etc.)

- Code used (ASCII, BCr, EBCIA.C1

- Special conventions

('PC = NEW PACE; '/' = UPPER CASE; etc.)

Any number of continuation cards may be used.

!FUNC

The !FUNC card will indicate which Data Management and Data

Processing functions the user Wishes to employ. Following is a list of

acceptable functions which may be specified by the IFUNC card:
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- "ERIFY

- COMPARE

- ASSIST

- RETRIEVE

- SORT

- MERGE

- KWIC

- FREQUENCY 0

- INDEX

- PARSE

- STATISTICS

- CONTENT

- MORPH ANAL

LIST SEARCH

One ?FUNC card will be required for each function employed, and it

must be followed immediately by Its associated !OPT card. However, the

two-card "sets" (!FUNC and !OPT) may occur in any order.

!OPT

The !OPT card immediately follows the !FUNC card and is associated

with it. An !OPT card without a preceding !FUNC card will result in an
A

error message and vice-versa. The !OPT card will associate a list of

appropriate options with the functions requested. For example, one

option of the KWIC function is the use of an inclusion or exclusion

list; one option of the Frequency function is a rank-ordered list.

47
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!OUTPUT

The !OUTPUT card will specify what output the user wishes to

receive, and will allow him to direct his output to whatever device he

desires. He may suppress Log output and summary diagnostics if he

wishes. It is this card which will specify the destination if the

output from one function (for example Frequency) is to be used as.the

input for another function (for example Tables).

!DONE

The !DONE card indicates that all TLC cards have been input and

the user is requesting compilation and execution. All cards after the

!DONE card will be considered input data.

8.0.0 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The most important features of the Language Analysis Package will

be adaptability of modular design and flexibility of user-defined

options.

Individual portions of the package will be used without the user

being penalized by high processing costs due to superfluous modules

being called.

Development costs will be held to minimum by utilizing existing

programs already written and debugged by specialists in the field of

natural language processing.

Documentation also will be modular, and will develop organically

with the growth of the package. At every stage documentation will be

produced reflecting latest developments and most recent revisions.
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The value of the L.A.P. will lie in the research opportunities it

will open for the non-computer oriented researcher, who previously had

no ready tool to do analysis of textual ',Its.
/
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